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Abstract: Piezo1 channels are highly mechanically-activated cation channels that can sense and
transduce the mechanical stimuli into physiological signals in different tissues including skeletal
muscle. In this focused review, we summarize the emerging evidence of Piezo1 channel-mediated
effects in the physiology of skeletal muscle, with a particular focus on the role of Piezo1 in controlling
myogenic precursor activity and skeletal muscle regeneration and vascularization. The disclosed
effects reported by pharmacological activation of Piezo1 channels with the selective agonist Yoda1
indicate a potential impact of Piezo1 channel activity in skeletal muscle regeneration, which is
disrupted in various muscular pathological states. All findings reported so far agree with the
idea that Piezo1 channels represent a novel, powerful molecular target to develop new therapeutic
strategies for preventing or ameliorating skeletal muscle disorders characterized by an impairment of
tissue regenerative potential.
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1. Introduction

Mechanotransduction is defined by the ability of a cell to sense mechanical inputs and
convert them into signalling events that elicit biological responses. The main molecular
translators of this process are the mechanically-activated (MA) ion channels expressed in
almost all tissues of the body [1].

The MA channels include a large family of ion channels able to respond to stretch,
swelling, flow, and poking, for the proper growth, development, and health of cells and
tissues. They are comprised of MA channels of large and of small conductance, the two-
pore potassium channel (K2P) family that include TREK-1, TREK-2 and TRAAK, the ion
channels OSCA/TMEM63, the Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) channels, and the Piezo1
and Piezo2 channels [1].

Skeletal muscle is a tissue heavily affected by mechanical strain that contributes to
homeostasis. This suggests that the functional role of MA channels may be especially
predominant in muscle compared to other non-contractile cell-types. Indeed, one of the
first records of MA channel activity dates back to 1984 in chick skeletal muscle fibers [2].
Later, in 1990, studies conducted in dystrophic muscle cells underlined the first link between
MA channel dysfunction and skeletal muscle pathology [3]. Since then, due to the better
understanding of the variety of triggering stimuli, including, for instance, the stiffness
of the substrate or pressure from expanding of surrounding tissues, MA channels have
been reported in almost all types of cells, even extending to bacteria, fungi and plants,
where they control physiological and pathological cellular responses [1]. Currently, it is
also known that the functional role of MA channel activity is directed at detecting an excess
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of stress on the sarcolemma and to act as a “safety alarm” for the reinforcement of the
cytoskeleton and for preventing cell lysis [4].

One of the most interesting aspects of the role of mechanical forces in skeletal muscle
physiology is the impact on regeneration, which is a critical factor for maintaining proper
motor function [5]. Skeletal muscle regeneration requires an adult myogenesis, which is
controlled by the myogenic precursors derived from a cell population named muscle
satellite cells (MuSCs). These cells are critically important for regeneration, and are located
between the basal lamina and the sarcolemma of adult skeletal muscle fibers [6]. They
are important not only for skeletal muscle growth after birth, but also for mediating
regeneration after injury. When activated, MuSCs proliferate into myoblasts able to fuse
with each other into multinucleated myotubes or to damaged fibers, in order to reconstitute
fiber integrity and function. Therefore, MuSCs define the regenerative potential of skeletal
muscle under healthy conditions. Unfortunately, the regenerative capacity of skeletal
muscle tends to decline during aging [7,8] and in pathological conditions manifests as
muscular dystrophies [9,10].

MuSCs are directly and continually exposed to mechanical signals resulting from the
contractile activity of the skeletal muscle fibers. Indeed, mechanical stretch represents
one of the critical stimuli for the activation of MuSCs. At the molecular level, MuSC
stretching is coupled to an MA channel-mediated Ca2+ influx that most likely controls the
functional state of these cells and promotes the release of many local factors, including
myokines such as hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and the gaseous transmitter nitric
oxide (NO) [11,12], which regulates the vascular functions in the muscle. Most of the
locally-released factors control activation, proliferation and differentiation of MuSCs in an
autocrine/paracrine manner [13]. Importantly, the reduction in MA channel activity leads
to an in vitro decline in the proliferation of MuSCs [12], which is in line with the reduction
of MuSCs observed in intact fibers in response to mechanical unloading [14,15]. Moreover,
the activation of MA channels has been reported to contribute to anabolic signalling during
acute reloading following disuse atrophy [16], suggesting that MuSCs are key players to
counteract skeletal muscle atrophy during aging and in conditions of immobilization and
microgravity. The pattern and the intensity of the mechanical load differently affects the
MuSC cell behavior: low and tonic stimulation prevents MuSC activation, whereas stronger
stimulation activates these cells, leading to a hypertrophic phenotype of the skeletal muscle
tissue [8]. The signalling cascades in the MuSCs, including IGF1/IL6/JAK/STAT3, that are
activated during exercise, could be mediated by IGF1 and IL6 released from the myogenic
and neighbouring cells [8]. Certainly, muscle tissue is highly vascularized and the MuSCs
are in close proximity with endothelial cells, suggesting a potential interplay between the
two cell-types [17].

Currently, largely due to growing interest in the function of Piezo channels, it is be-
coming clearer how MA channels sense and transduce mechanosensitive stimuli. However,
the contribution of MA channel activity and the related signalling pathways involved
in the pathophysiology of MuSCs remain largely unknown. One limitation is related to
the controversial nature of the mechanical “transducers” that likely include a heteroge-
neous population of MA channels with different sensitivities to the type of mechanical
stimulations, but also to the kinetics, expression and ion permeability of these molecular
transducers. In addition, the identification of the specific role of each type of MA channel is
strongly limited by the poor selectivity of the physical and chemical agonists/antagonists
available to discriminate the different types of ion channels.

The Piezo channel family discovered by Coste et al. in 2010 [18] consists of the
two isoforms, Piezo1 and Piezo2. Piezo1 is mainly present in tissues exposed to fluid
pressure and flow such as erythrocytes, vascular endothelial cells, bladder urothelial cells,
and chondrocytes. Piezo1 along with Piezo2 is also expressed in sensory neurons from
trigeminal [19,20] and dorsal root ganglia (DRG) [18]. Both are permeable to cations,
including calcium ions, but the Piezo1-mediated currents inactivate slower than the Piezo2
–mediated currents (18).
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Interestingly, the synthetic molecule Yoda1 was found to activate Piezo1 channels
without the application of any mechanical force [21]. Yoda1 binds to a narrow hydrophobic
pocket of the Piezo1 channel protein and stabilizes the open conformation of the ion
channel. In this way, Yoda1 increases the open channel probability and the cation flux
across the pore [21,22]. Later, two other agonists, Jedi1 and Jedi2, were discovered [23].
Moreover, Dooku1 was shown to reversibly block Yoda1-evoked activation of Piezo1,
leaving unaltered constitutive Piezo1 activity [24].

Given the specific hypersensitivity of the Piezo1 channel to mechanical forces, the
availability of the first selective chemical agonist Yoda1 provides an intriguing therapeutic
prospective, making this field of research very attractive [25].

Historically, the identification of Piezo1 channels in skeletal muscle cells began with
a study performed on the C2C12 myogenic cell line [26]. A few years later, our group
reported the functional expression of Piezo1 in primary myogenic precursors of mouse
Flexor Digitorum Brevis (FDB) muscle fibers [27], and later, our observation was confirmed in
the Tibialis Anterior (TA), Extensor Digitorum Longus and Soleus muscle fibers [28–30]. Taken
as a whole, these studies suggested thePiezo1 channel as the main potential mechanical
transducer in the control of the intracellular signaling required for the correct development,
maintenance and regeneration of skeletal muscle tissue [31,32]

Structurally, Piezo1 forms large homotrimers in the cell membrane in which each
subunit contains 2500 amino acids and about 24–40 transmembrane helices. The ion channel
conducts Na+, K+, Mg2+ along with a relatively large Ca2+ permeability [18] which can
play a specific signalling role in muscle precursors. Piezo1 senses a variety of mechanical
stimuli, such as shear force, cell stretching, poking and stiffness [18]. These channels
also detect the membrane tension derived from the presence of an asymmetric membrane
distribution of negatively charged lipids [21] or from the presence of cholesterol [33]. The
latter is consistent with a modulatory role of the lipid cell membrane composition (force-
from-lipid; [34]). Moreover, Piezo1 is modulated by the cytoskeleton, and by cell membrane
interactions with the extracellular matrix (force-from-filament; [34]).

The aim of this review is to summarize the evidence about the role of the Piezo1
in skeletal muscle tissue, primarily focusing on their role in controlling the regenerative
capability of the myogenic precursors and on how the chemical activation of Piezo1 in these
cells could bring a novel powerful pharmacological tool to counteract the effect of skeletal
muscle aging, disuse and injuries. This idea is complimentary to the original concept by D.
Beech and colleagues on the potential development of “exercise” pills acting via Piezo1 in
muscle vasculature [25].

2. The Role of Piezo1 during Adult Myogenesis
2.1. Piezo1 in MuSC Activation

The MuSCs are a heterogeneous population of cells coexisting in the same muscle
fiber. Each step of the adult myogenesis is characterized by a time-specific expression of
the transcription factor Pax7 and Myogenic Regulatory Factors (MRFs) such as MyoD, Myf5,
MyoG and Mrf4 [8]. The quiescent MuSC pool includes a long-term self-renewing stem
cell population identified by the expression of Pax7+ but not Myf5 (Pax7+/Myf5−) and a
committed short-term self-renewing population identified by the expression of Pax7 and
Myf5 (Pax7+/Myf5+, Figure 1A(a) [8]).
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Figure 1. Role of Piezo1 in skeletal muscle. (A), Piezo1 controls the adult myogenesis. (a) Quiescent
satellite cells (MuSCs) are located on intact muscle fibers. (b) Under muscle injury or following
the Piezo1 activation by Yoda1, the MuSCs shift toward a GAlert phase favouring the cell activation.
(c) Part of the MuSCs self-renews the quiescent population; (d) the rest proliferates as myoblasts,
differentiate into myocytes, which then fuse into multinucleated myotubes. The pharmacological
activation of Piezo1 by Yoda1 promotes myocyte fusion and myotube differentiation. (B), A down
regulation of PIEZO1 expression leads to disuse atrophy of the adult muscle. (C), The stimulation of
the Piezo1 activity of endothelial cells and muscle cells during physical exercise sustain angiogenesis
and muscle trophism.

During muscle injury, a subtype of committed MuSCs is recognizable, in a GAlert
reversible phase, and defines an ‘alerting’ pre-activated state of the cells. The GAlert allows
a quick activation under conditions of damage and stress, priming the MuSCs for cell cycle
entry [35]. The GAlert transition depends on systemic signals, and it is likely mediated by
a downstream PI3K-Akt signalling, following the binding of HGF to the cMet receptor
expressed by the MuSCs [35]. From a morphological point of view, the GAlert phase is
characterized by the lack of cell protrusions, a more circular cell shape and a larger size
than its quiescent counterpart ([28], Figure 1A(b)).

According to the degree of muscle injury, the quiescent population Pax7+/Myf5− can
divide either symmetrically or asymmetrically. The symmetric division occurs to guarantee
the self-renewal of the stem cell pool Pax7+/Myf5−; whereas the asymmetric division
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generates both the stem (Pax7+/Myf5−) and committed active (Pax7+/Myf5+) MuSCs. The
correct balance between the two MuSC division modalities is fundamental to preserving
the regenerative potential of the muscle: any imbalance reduces the pool of quiescent cells
(Figure 1A(c)) as in age-related sarcopenia, or the pool of committed progenitors as in
muscular dystrophies [36].

Once activated, the MuSCs give rise to a committed population of proliferating pro-
genitor cells named myoblasts (Pax7+/Myf5+/MyoD+), which complete the terminal differ-
entiation programme, becoming myocytes (MyoD+/MyoG+) which are ready to fuse into
myotubes (MyoG+/Mrf4+; Figure 1A(d)).

Piezo1 is expressed early in quiescent Pax7+ MuSCs that are still attached to the muscle
fibers [26–29]. The pharmacological activation of Piezo1 with Yoda1 does not affect the
total number of Pax7+ cells both in in vivo or in in vitro conditions [27–30]. However, a
significant reduction in the number of Pax7+ MuSCs has been reported after knocking
down PIEZO1 gene-expression, suggesting that Piezo1 is required for preserving the pool
of MuSCs [29,30].

Investigations on the role of Piezo1 following MuSC activation were initially being
performed both on MuSCs in isolated muscle fibers [27,29,30] and in intact muscle [28].
Interestingly, in intact TA muscle, Ma and colleagues [28] analysed the morphological
changes of MuSCs induced by activation of Piezo1 channels by Yoda1. They associated
the functional MuSC activity to the number and length of cell protrusions able to sense
the microenvironment and identified three different MuSC subtypes; “responsive” (small
and rounded, with 0–1 axon-like cytoplasmic extensions, less than 40% of the total MuSCs),
“sensory” (large, with cytoplasmic extensions, less than 5%), and “intermediate” (with mor-
phological properties in between the above subtypes, about 50%). Notably, after the in vivo
administration of Yoda1, the cell morphology shifted toward the “responsive” phenotype;
in the presence of the Piezo1 agonist there was a prevalence of the circular phenotype
of MuSCs, similar of the committed cells in the GAlert functional phase (Figure 1A(b)). In-
terestingly, the shift was reported in the absence of any regenerative signal, suggesting
that Piezo1 activity favours the regenerative potential of MuSCs. This hypothesis was
supported by the experiments in which, after PIEZO1 deletion, a change in cell morphology
versus a more quiescent “sensory” phenotype was observed [28].

In another study, Peng and co-workers [29] investigated the role of Piezo1 in isolated
TA muscle fibers. They reported an immunofluorescence-detected decline in the PIEZO1
expression in the Pax7+/MyoD+ MuSC population and that Yoda1 treatment reduced the
number of the Pax7+/MyoD+ without affecting the total number of Pax7+ cells. On the
contrary, the lack of PIEZO1 expression caused a reduction of the total number of Pax7+

cells and a relative increase in those expressing Pax7+/MyoD+, demonstrating a tendency
towards a faster cell activation in the absence of Piezo1 activity. These findings indicate
that Piezo1 secures a long-term MuSC quiescence pool and suggest that Piezo1 activity is
needed to preserve the regenerative capability of the skeletal muscle.

2.2. Piezo1 in Myoblast Fusion

It has been recently shown that the expression of Piezo1 tends to increase during
in vitro myogenesis [29]. The presence of Piezo1 in myocytes was first reported by Tsuchiya
et al. [26] in the C2C12 cell line and then confirmed by our group and others in myocytes
derived from freshly isolated FDB fibers [27]. With this model of primary cells, the phar-
macological stimulation of Piezo1 with Yoda1 increased the fusion index, suggesting the
ability of Piezo1 to promote myoblast fusion ([27]; Figure 1A(c)). Such a role in cell fusion,
which is a critical step for muscle development and regeneration, was further confirmed
by the decline in the fusion index observed, both in vivo and in vitro, after silencing of
PIEZO1 [29,30].

Our understanding of the entire machinery involved in this process is still largely
incomplete, but the role of the mechanical tension is important [37]. During fusion, the cell
membrane undergoes several changes that affect the plasmalemma tension, and Piezo1
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is activated due to cytoskeletal tethers (force from filament) and membrane tension (force
from lipids) [38].

Moreover, since Piezo1 activity is affected by the lipidic composition of the cell mem-
brane [39], a correct cell surface flip-flop of phosphatidylserine was found to control the
myoblast fusion by regulating Piezo1 activity via a force from lipids effect [26]. In line with
this, the increased exposure of phosphatidylserine induced by TMEM16F scramblase stimu-
lates the fusion of the C2C12 cells [40], whereas the prevalence of phosphatidylserine inner
translocation mediated by P4-ATP-ase flippase avoids the excess of syncytia formation [26].

Piezo1 activity controls the Ca2+ influx across the cell membrane needed for the cortical
actinomyosin assembly via the Rho/ROCK/actomyosin pathway, which is also crucial for
myotube formation; the silencing of PIEZO1 leads to an excessive cell fusion and elongation
defects [26]. Notably, the pharmacological activation with Yoda1 improves the orientation
of the cells in favour of a correct fusion and myotube formation [27,30].

Intriguingly, the type of mechanical stress (acute or persistent), its magnitude, as well
as the subcellular localization of applied forces [41] might activate specific intracellular
signalling [42] and thus induce different physiological responses. For instance, in car-
diomyocytes, Piezo1 activation by mechanical stimuli elicits an intracellular Ca2+ increase,
promoting a Ca2+ influx, or a Ca2+ release from intracellular stores controlling ROS produc-
tion [43]. Interestingly, in skeletal muscle, low levels of intracellular ROS favour myoblast
proliferation/differentiation [44], stimulate CREB (cAMP response element-binding pro-
tein) mediated gene expression in myotubes as well as the downstream ERK1/2, promoting
muscle regeneration [45]. On the other hand, Piezo1 activated by destructive mechanical
forces might trigger inflammatory cascades resulting in immune cell infiltration, the acti-
vation of pro-inflammatory agents such as IL-6 and large ROS production that contribute
to the development of degenerative diseases and pathological conditions [46]. The latter
observations indicate that the negative modulation of Piezo1 could reduce the inflammation
and represent a potentially helpful therapeutic tool.

In skeletal myotubes, Piezo1 is also important for the maintenance of basal [Ca2+]i,
even in the absence of any induced mechanical stimulation. This mechanism appears to be
important for the down-regulation of atrophy-related genes [47]. Intriguingly, since before
synaptogenesis, spontaneous electrical and mechanical activity detected in differentiating
myotubes can regulate the Ca2+ homeostasis [48,49], Piezo1 could contribute to the control
of the level of [Ca2+]i to sustain the trophism of the myotubes before the arrival of the
nerve [27].

2.3. Piezo1 in Adult Skeletal Muscle Fibers

While the role of the Piezo1 activity during the early steps of myogenesis begins to
be unveiled, there are still only a few studies carried out on adult muscle fibers. PIEZO1
expression was first reported using RT-PCR analysis in murine adult muscle fibers [26].
More recently, we reported the existence of Piezo1 clusters in isolated mouse FDB muscle
fibers, characterized by a smaller size than in myotubes [27]. After that, Piezo1 was also
found in mouse Gastrocnemius muscle fibers [47]. Notably, the expression of Piezo1 has
been found to decline in disused atrophic muscle (Figure 1B) [47]. In addition, it has also
been shown that the decline in the expression and the consequent reduction in Piezo1
activity lead to an up-regulation of atrophy-related genes [47]. The decrease in PIEZO1
expression in response to disuse was also confirmed by the analysis of human muscle
biopsies derived from patients who had undergone cast fixation upon bone fracture [47].
All of these findings strongly support the hypothesis that Piezo1 is involved in the control
of skeletal muscle trophism (Figure 1B).

In isolated mouse FDB muscle fibers, the chemical activation of Piezo1 with Yoda1
failed to elicit a detectable variation of the [Ca2+]i [27]. However, the intramuscular
injection of Yoda1 increased the [Ca2+]i in intact mouse TA muscle, and down regulated the
expression of the atrophy-related genes Kruppel-like factor 15 (KLF15) and IL-6 [47]. The
apparent discrepancy in these findings may be due to the different cell models analysed
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and, in particular, to a different sensitivity of Piezo1 to the chemical activation in isolated
skeletal muscle fibers, in which the plasmalemma tension forces are likely different than in
the intact whole muscle.

3. Possible Role of Piezo1 in the Cooperation between Vascular and Skeletal Muscle
Cell Networks

One interesting aspect of Piezo 1 activity in skeletal muscle is related to the cooperation
between vascular and skeletal muscle cells. Prolonged periods of muscle inactivity, like bed
rest, space flight, neuromuscular diseases or aging, cause arterial structural remodeling
and reduced blood flow to the muscle [50] (Figure 1C).

Successful angiogenesis and capillary maintenance critically depend on mechanical
signals and endothelial cell shear stress, which can involve Piezo1 activation. Piezo1
expressed in endothelial cells acts as a sensor to control blood flow in skeletal muscles
during exercise [51,52]. In saphenous arteries, the activation of endothelial Piezo1 triggers
a Ca2+ influx likely responsible for NO production, which promotes vasodilatation [52]
and therefore supply to muscle (Figure 1C). Interestingly, NO also stimulates the activation
of MuSCs promoting muscle regeneration [53]. Moreover, the normal shear between the
sarcolemma and basal lamina has been reported to facilitate a pulsatile release of NO from
the myofibers and likely from MuSCs [53].

On the other hand, capillary rarefaction and impaired muscle oxygenation contribute
to the progressive loss in the ability to exercise and resistance to fatigue [54–56]. MuSCs are
localized close to vessels and their number is positively correlated to the fiber capillarization,
suggesting a MuSC-vessel cross-talk [17,57]. The basal lamina, the pericytes, and the
smooth muscles apparently prevent any direct contact between MuSCs and endothelial cells.
However, there is evidence of gaps in the basal lamina, which allows the communication
between these two cell types [58]. Moreover, the remodeling of the tissue during muscle
regeneration increases the distance between pericytes and capillaries. This likely further
favours the interaction between MuSCs and endothelial cells, promoting angiogenesis and
myogenesis [59].

Even if premature, we could speculate a simultaneous synergism of Piezo1-mediated
NO release from endothelial cells, adult muscle fibers and MuSCs that improves the muscle
performance. If this turns out to be true, Piezo1 could control the local NO levels (and
maybe other released factors) contributing to the cross-talk between skeletal muscle tissue
and vessels. This hypothesis could well explain the positive correlation between myofiber
size and its number of capillaries [60,61]

A MuSC-endothelial cell cross-talk is supported, via paracrine mechanisms, by the
released factors: MuSCs release VEGFA (vascular endothelial growth factor A), promoting
angiogenesis and capillarization of muscle tissue [57] and endothelial cells release IGF-1,
HGF and bFGF stimulating the myogenic cell growth [58].

The mutual dependence between capillary bed and MuSCs indicates that the an-
giogenesis might affect myogenesis and vice-versa [59]. Therefore, a functional capillary
supply would be not only essential to delivering oxygen and nutrients to muscle tissue and
for removal of heat, metabolites, and waste products but also to positively modulate the
growth and regenerative capacity of muscles [54]. In line with this, capillary rarefaction in
prolonged inactivity has a negative effect on muscle remodeling and repair [57].

4. Translational Perspectives for Developing Piezo1-Based Therapeutic Strategies
4.1. Skeletal Muscle Pathologies and Aging

As discussed in this review, Piezo1 is a mechanical transducer that controls both
maintenance and activation of the MuSC pool as well as differentiation of myotubes. From
these findings, Piezo1 emerges as a potential new molecular target for developing new
treatments of various muscle pathologies associated with impaired adult myogenesis [36].

The pharmacological activation of Piezo1 partially restores the defective morphology
of the dystrophic MuSCs [28]. Moreover, the observations that the Yoda1 treatment likely
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contributes to the Ca2+ influx promoting cell fusion [27,30] and differentiation [27,30]
suggest that Piezo1 could also be an important tool for the treatment of cell-cell fusion
deficits reported in some genetic myopathies [62].

The regenerative capability of skeletal muscle also decreases during aging [7,8]. Sar-
copenia is a common aged-related chronic condition characterized by loss of muscle mass
(hypotrophy), strength and/or physical function impairment, leading to an increased risk
of disability and to a poor quality of life in the elderly [63]. During aging, the increase of
fibroses, as well the stiffness of the extracellular matrix, affect the mechanical sensitivity
of MuSCs and cause defects in the expression of myogenic growth factors and protein
synthesis of the skeletal muscle fibers [64].

The recent discovery that an impaired Piezo1 activity in MuSCs increases ROS produc-
tion and accumulation of p53 tumor suppressor protein stimulating a massive induction
of cell senescence phenomena [29] strongly suggest the crucial role of Piezo1 in the phys-
iopathology of skeletal muscle aging [65]. The repetitive passive stretching of the sarcopenic
muscle fibers recovers the hypotrophy and restores the expression of MRFs in MuSCs [5].
Appropriate physical exercises combined with a pharmacological activation of Piezo1 could
represent a promising approach to counteract more efficiently the sarcopenic status and the
decline of muscle trophism in the elderly.

4.2. Skeletal Muscle Atrophy

The presence of Piezo1 has been reported in adult skeletal muscle fibers, even though
the downstream pathways are unknown, and deserves to be investigated in future studies.
Some lessons could be taken from mature cardiomyocytes, where Piezo1 channels are
important mechanosensors in mature cardiomyocytes, and they are localized near the
T-tubules and intercalated discs. In cardiac cells, the Piezo1 activity does not contribute
much to the basal Ca2+ level, but upon mechanical or chemical stimulation, it elicits Ca2+-
mediated calpain and calcineurin activation, responsible for the cardiac hypertrophy [66].

Calpain and calcineurin are also differently involved in skeletal muscle remodeling
in response to exercise and inactivity-induced muscle atrophy [67,68]. In addition, in
skeletal muscle fibers after immobilization or denervation, a reduction in the [Ca2+]i
associated with a down regulation of PIEZO1 expression and an up regulation of atrophy-
related genes Klfl5 and Il6 expression has been reported [47] (Figure 1B). The intramuscular
administration of Yoda1 suppresses the expression of atrophy-related genes and restores
the [Ca2+]i [47], suggesting that the modulation of Piezo1 activity could be used to prevent
skeletal muscle atrophy.

4.3. Skeletal Muscle Adaptation to Microgravity

Microgravity induces substantial cellular adaptations that affect cellular morphology,
proliferation and adhesion [69]. Cell mechanical properties, including elasticity, viscoelas-
ticity [70], and cytoskeletal organization (namely mechano-responsive structures) are the
most affected cell compartments in real or simulated microgravity [71]. Microgravity dis-
rupts the intracellular tension balance and causes irregular cytoskeleton formation, with
substantial implications in the regulation of cell growth, locomotion and survival [72]. For
example, extracellular matrix proteins, cytoskeletal components and intermediate filaments
are significantly affected in human endothelial cells when cultured in a random positioning
machine simulating microgravity conditions [73]. Since the mechanics of the microenviron-
ment can modulate Piezo1 signalling [74], it is likely that similar adaptations can occur at
the skeletal muscle level, in its adult cell compartments and/or in stem cell niches. On this
basis, microgravity and consequent mechanical unloading could affect MuSC membrane
stiffness, leading to perturbations in Piezo1 activation, with a consequent impairment in the
myogenesis signalling cascade [75]. This would, at least in part, explain why some markers
of myogenesis (MyoG, Mylpf, and Myh3) appear downregulated in mouse skeletal C2C12
myoblasts when cultured in simulated microgravity conditions [76].
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The possibility to mechanically or chemically tune the Piezo1 activity could be used to
counteract the negative effects of microgravity during prolonged space flights and in the
long-lasting stay in extra-terrestrial habitats.

4.4. Dietary Strategies to Control Piezo1 Activity?

Due to the potential implication of Piezo1 in cardiovascular and inflammatory condi-
tions [43,46,77], increasing attention has been directed in the last years to characterize new
potential treatments capable of pharmacologically modulating Piezo1 function, or acting
on the elastic properties of the plasma membrane, such as its lipid/cholesterol components,
which regulate Piezo1 function in a dynamic manner [39]. Some in vitro studies underline
statins, methyl-β-cyclodextrin, or dynasore (a GTPase inhibitor) and dietary fatty acid
supplementation, in modulating Piezo 1 activation/inhibition by acting on the membrane
cholesterol content and fatty acid metabolism [33,34,78,79]. In this context, in an elegant
study, Romero and colleagues [34] have demonstrated that the cellular intrinsic lipid profile
and changes in fatty acid metabolism are capable of remodeling the cellular response
to mechanical stimuli. Fatty acid diet-supplementation can abrogate the phenotype of
“gain-of-function Piezo1 mutations”, which is linked to stomatocytosis, a human hereditary
disease. Interestingly, as shown by these authors, non-saturated fatty acids may have an
opposite effect on Piezo1 channels. In particular, the action of docosahexaenoic acid (DHA),
contrary to that of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), is associated with the reduced inactivation
of Piezo1, which might be translated as a promising effect to increase the channel activity
in skeletal muscle (Figure 2). Likewise, ceramide, produced by sphingomyelin phospho-
diesterase 3 [80] (Figure 2), is a powerful tool to remove inactivation of Piezo1. While the
former can be widely used in patients with sarcopenia, the latter requires more exploration
to be used as a therapeutic tool.
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Figure 2. Potential Piezo1-based therapeutic strategies to counteract skeletal muscle impairments.
Muscle disuse, aging and unloading might reduce Piezo1 activity, contributing to muscle atro-
phy and poor blood supply. Potentiation of Piezo 1 activity by physical exercise, diet and chem-
ical/pharmacological activation might enhance the regenerative potential and, possibly, skeletal
muscle vascularization and provide a higher blood supply. DHA and ceramide are lipids which
are able to enhance the activity of Piezo1 channels, reducing their limiting inactivation state. These
indirect and more direct Piezo1-based therapeutic strategies based on novel mechanisms of Piezo1
activation could thus represent promising new countermeasures versus atrophy and diseases related
to muscle weaknesses (Figure created with Biorender.com, accessed on 2 May 2022).
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5. Conclusions

There is growing evidence that Piezo1 controls trophism and the regenerative capa-
bility of skeletal muscle cells by transducing mechanical stimuli. According to this view,
Piezo1 can be considered a physiological key player in skeletal muscle remodeling, tissue
repair and perhaps in muscle vascularization. Physical exercise is well documented to
attenuate some disuse-induced deficiency in skeletal muscle function, and this may be at
least partially mediated through Piezo1 activation. Nonetheless, exercise alone does not
fully protect the skeletal muscle system from prolonged periods of disuse, and there is an
urgent need to develop a means of fully counteracting the effects of disuse. Pharmaco-
logical enhancement of Piezo1 activity by combining physical exercise with the diet then
emerges as a potentially new powerful strategy for protecting skeletal muscle from the
consequences of aging and skeletal muscle pathologies (Figure 2).
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